NMAM INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
NITTE

Documents to be Submitted for Admission to 1st Year BE through CET 2014

1. CET Admission Order -- Original + 2 copies with Attested
2. PUC Marks Card -- Original + 2 copies with Attested
3. SSLC Marks -- Original + 2 copies with Attested
4. Study Certificate-- Original + 2 copies with Attested
5. Kannada Medium/Rural Certificate-- Original + 2 copies with Attested (if applicable)
6. Caste Certificate -- Original + 2 copies with Attested (if applicable)
7. Original Transfer Certificate
8. Original Conduct Certificate
9. Medical Fitness Certificate, Blood Group Certificate
10. Photo: Passport size-5, Stamp Size-5

NOTE: The Students should retain sufficient (minimum 4) copies (with attested) of all the above documents for Bank Loan/ Scholarships/Passport or any other requirements.

Other Fee collected by the College from 1st year students : `18,860/-

Documents to be Submitted for Admission to 1st Year BE through COMEDK 2014

1. COMEDK Allotment/Admission Order -- Original + 3 copies with Attested
2. 12th/PUC Marks Card -- Original + 3 copies with Attested
3. 10th /SSLC Marks -- Original + 3 copies with Attested
4. Migration Certificate(for Non-Karnataka Students)-- Original + 3 copies with Attested
5. Original Transfer Certificate/School Leaving Certificate
6. Original Conduct/Character Certificate
7. Medical Fitness Certificate, Blood Group Certificate
8. Photos: Passport size-5, Stamp Size-5

NOTE: The Students should retain sufficient (minimum 4) copies (with attested) of all the above documents for Bank Loan/ Scholarships/Passport or any other requirements.